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0. Introduction

There are many applications of modular functions or modular forms in
mathematics. The ring structure of modular forms is deepy studied from algebraic
viewpoint. But from analytic viewpoint, there are only a few results on modular
forms.

In 1881, Halphen solved a nonlinear differential system

d(ui+u2)

(0.1)
dx

dx

by theta constants ([3]). He deduced the system above from the addition formula
for Weierstrass' C-function. in 1910, Chazy considered a third-order nonlinear
differential equation

for y = ul + u2 + Uι, in his study of Painleve type equations of third order ([2]).
Recently it is studied that a reduction of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations

is related to Halphen's system ([!]). We can consider modular functions as
special solutions for the self-dual Yang-Mills equations. It seems interesting to
study relations between Ίntegrable systems', such as the self-dual Yang-Mills
equations or self-dual metrics, and modular forms.

In this paper we will study Halphen's system (0.1). Halphen showed that

(1) A solution of (0.1) is given by logarithmic derivatives of theta constants.

(2) (0.1) is SfL(2,C)-invariant.

(3) The action of the subgroup 5L(2, Z) in SL(2, C) induces the perrmutation
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between ul9 u2 and u3.
He also considered generalized equation of (0.1), whose solutions are written by
hypergeometric functions. These equations are also S£(2, C)-invariant.

When we study automorphic forms by nonlinear differential equations, at first
westudy differential equations which are 5L(2, C)-invariant, next we should consider
the action of discrete subgroups. In Proposition 1.2, we will give a condition of
5L(2, C)-invariance for special type of equations. It seems difficult to treat action
of discrete groups in the term of analysis, hence we will study examples of equations
whose solutions are given by modular forms.

Halphen's equation is solved by modular forms of level 2. As is shown by
Halphen, generic solutions are written by theta constants. In secton 2, we will
determine the whole solution space of (0.1). If ui9 u2 and u3 are distinct to each other,
solutions are given by theta constants as Halphen solved. In the proof,
SL(2, C)-invariance of (0.1) plays key role. If one uj is coincident with the other,
solutions are given by rational functions. Hence Halphen's stsyem (0.1) may be
considered as the fundamental equations which dominates theta constants.

We can use (0.1) as a defining equation of modular forms of modular forms
of level 2. In section 3, we will study theta functions using Halphen's equation. We
can start only from Halphen's equation and the heat equation in order to study
theta functions form analytic vieqpoint. Other property such as addition
formulae can be deduced from (0.1) and the heat equation.

Chazy's equation is solved by modular forms of level 1. Although Chazy's
equation is also SL(2, C)-invariant, it is not the type in Proposition 1.2. In section
4, we will study relation between differential rings which are defined by Halphen's
equation and by Chazy's euqation. Halphen's equation is a Galois extension of
Chazy's equation with Galois group 53. The study of differential equations for
higher levels are problems in the future.

Historically speaking, it is Jacobi who first study a differential equation which
is satisfied by theta constants ([5]). Jacobi's equation is founded again by Ehrenpreis
([8]). It is difficult to find differential equations which dominate algebraic functions
because there are too many relations between their derivatives. But for transcenden-
tal functions, there are few relations between their derivatives, and there may exist
differential equations which dominate the transcendental functions. In section 5,
we will show the relation between Haplhen's equation and Jacobi's equation.

Since the natural boundary of theta constants is real axis, generic solutions
of (0.1) have a natural boundary. Hence (0.1) does not have Painleve
property. Most of equations appeared in mathematical physics have Paimleve
property and Halphen's equation is exceptional. It may be interesting to study
more general dynamical system of Halphen's type in order to understand the
meaning of Painlive property.

The author would express his sincere gratitude to M. Sato who invited him
to the present subject.
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1. Halphen's equation

It is customary to consider the following Theta-functions due to Jacobi (c.f.
[6], [7]).

where zeC,3τ>0. We shall sometimes write 9/z) instead of 5/z,τ), when the
period τ is fixed, S^z) is an odd function of z, and the other θ-functions are even.

From the definition, it follows immediately that

n ™ ^2^τ) .(1.2) - ̂  — = 4nι
V ;

,
dz2 dτ

for y= 1,2,3,4.
We can express products of 9-functions with arguments x+ y and x— y in terms

of those with arguments x and y. These formulae are an analogy of addition
formulae for the trigonometric functions. The addition formulae for the products
of two distinct even 5-functions are given by

(1.3) s2(*+jθa3(*-y)M3=S2(*^^^
(1.4) »4(*+jOβ2(*-;F)M2=β^^
(1.5) θ3(x+j)S4(x-;μ)M4 = θ3(̂

where 9j=9(0,τ). Although there are ten additon formulae for four θ-functions,
other seven formulae are deduced from the heat equation (1.2) and addition formulae
(1.3~5) (See Corollary in section 3).

Now we forget the definition of 9-functions (1.1). We shall study srbitary
solutions of functional equations (1.2) and (1.3 ~ 5). We use notation θj instead of 9}

and 9/s shall be used only for the original Jacobi Theta-funcions. We note that
0/s are functions on some domains in C although 9/s are defined on
#={τeC;3τ>0}.

Assume that 0,̂ 0 for; = 2,3,4.
Set x=y = 0 in (1.3). Then we have 0i(0)204(0)2 = 0. By the assumption 04^0,
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we obtain Θ1(0,τ) = 0. Therefore θ^z.τ) is an odd function of z by (1.2).
Set x=0 in (1.3). Then we have

By the assumption 02/0, ^s(z) is an even function of z. In the same way, Θ2(z)
and 04(z) are even functions of z.

Differentiate (1.3) with both x and >> twice, and set x = j = 0. Then we have

(1.6) (0<2

4>03 - 20<2

2>0<3

2> + Θ2θf>)θ2θ3 =(0<2

2>03 +

*\fl

where θ(f= — θ/0,τ). In the same way, we have

(1.7) 2 -

(1.8) (0<34)04 - 20(

3

2)04

2) + 03044))0304 = (03

2)04

We set

(1.9)

for j =2,3,4. By the heat equation, we have

J~4πiθj'

dX}_ 2

dτ (4πί)2\ θt

Therefore we obtain Halphen's equuation ([3]) by (1.6 ~ 8):

dX2 dX3_

~dτ~+~dτ~~ 2 3'

(1.10) *?±+*?ϊ=2X4X2,dτ dτ

Set Uj=2A^ . Then we have the original equation of Halphen in the introduction.
(1.10) is equivalent to the following system:

dX2
—— = X2X$ 4- ̂ 2^4 ~~ ̂ 3^4
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— X2X3 — ̂ 2^4 + ^3X4
dτ

dX4

~dτ~

Thus Halphen's equation is holonomic with rank three.

For any A = ( a }e SL(2, C), we denote
\c d)

aτ + b
A-τ = .

cτ + d

From now on, we will consider the S£(2, C)-action

J (cτ

Proposition 1.1. If a triplet (X2(τ)9X3(τ)9X4(τ)) is a solution o/(1.10), then the

new triplet (JF2(τ),J?3(τ),Jr4(τ)) defined by

is also a solution for for any I I e SL(2, C).
\c

Proof. We have — A τ= - -. Therefore we have
dτ (cτ+d)2

dXj __ 2c
*~ } 3 A

and

(cτ + df J " (cτ+df'

Comparing two equations above, we obtain Proposition 1.1. Π

From now on, we forget theta functions, and we will consider differential
equations which have SL(2, C)-invariance. We will consider only the following type
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of equations:

(1.12) -
at

3
at

where Fj is a quadric polynomial of X, Y9 and Z for j =1,2, 3.
We will call (1.12) S£(2, C)-invariant if and only if for any solution X(t\ Y(t)

and Z(i) for (1.12), X(t\ Ϋ(t) and Z(f) are also solutions of (1.12). We will
decide the condition for 5L(2, C)-invariance for the equations of type (1.12).

Proposition 1.2. (1.12) is SL(2, C)-invariant if and only i/ (1.12) is written in the
following form:

^=X2+alί(X-Y)2+al2(Y-Z)2+a13(Z-X)2,
at

(X- Y)2+a22(Y-Z)2+a23(Z-X)2,

for some constants ajkeC (/,&=!, 2, 3).

Proof. In the same way as proof on Proposition 1.1, we have

^X(t)-X(t)2 =Γ^—(d-X(A - t)-X(A -
dt (ct + d)4\dt

Therefore, if we set

G^Ft-X2, G2 = F2-Y2

ί G3=F3-Z2,

we obtain

Gj(X(t), ifa2M)=-J—FlX(A t), Y(A t\Z(A t)\

Because each G, is quadric,

Gj(X(A t) - c(ct + d), Y(A t) - c(ct + d),Z(A t) - c(ct+d)) = Gj(X(A t), Y(A t),Z(A t)).
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If we set τ = A-t, we get ct + d= - . Hence
— cτ + a

, F(τ),Z(τ)).
cτ — a cτ — a cτ—a

Since a and c a. e any complex numbers, we obtain

d d d
—Gj+—Gj+—Gj = Q.
dX 3 dY J dZ 3

Because Gj is a quadric polynomial, there exist some constants ajk e C such that

for 7=1,2,3.
The converse is evident.

REMARK. Halphen's equation is equivalent to the following equations.

In [4], Halphen studied generalized equations of (1.10) which are SL(2, C)-
invariant. Solutions of these equations are written by Gauss' hypergeometric
functions.

2. Solution space of Halphen's equation

In this section, we will study the whole solution of (1.10).
Since Halphen's equation is a nonlinear equation of rank three, three-parameter

triplet

)
Λ / / . , I\

0=2,3,4)

gives a general solution of (1.10). But there may exist special solutions of (1.10). We
will consider the initial value problem of (1.10), and find holomorphic solutions

for any intial values.
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For 'generic' initial values, logarithmic derivatives of theta constants give
solutions of (1.10):

Theorem 2.1. Assume that holomorphic functions X2, X3, and X4 satisfy (1.10)
near zeC and that

X2(z) = k2, JT3(z) = λ:3, X4(z)=k4

for any complex numbers k2, &3, k4 distinct to each other. Then there exists a
(a b\

matrix }eSL(2,C) such that
\c d

for 7 = 2,3,4.

Proof. Let 2ωί and 2ω3 be the elliptic integrals

, du
2ωλ-ί

-J,
:χ/4(M + 2πik2)(u -f 2πik3)(u + 2πik4)

du

β^j4(u 4- 2nik2)(u + 2nik3)(u 4- 2πik4)

where the cycles α and β are shown in Fig.l. Since the intersection number α j?

is equal to 4-1, we have 3l — )>0.

Fig. 1.
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The Weierstrass ^-function is the meromorphic fundtion

y
z 2 m z \(z- 2ma)ι -2nω3)

2 (2/wω,+2«α>3)
2

(m,n)*

Consider the functions

(2.1)

for y=2,3,4. Then the values ei = 0>(ωl), e2=^>(—ωϊ—ω3) and e3=0'(ω3) are

given by

2πi

(2.2)

(2ωι)
2

where τ=— (cf. [6]).

If we replace the parameter kj by fc^ — (^2+^3 + ̂ 4) f°r eaςh 7 = 2,3,4, the

periods 2ωt and 2ω2 are not changed. Hence we have

(2.3) e2= -

Choose a matrix ( Λ je SLί^C) such that
\c

(2.4)

Because oϊad—bc=l, we have
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2cω3 +1
a — -

2ωί

2ω«

j j 3

d=2ωl — cz.

By (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain

~

for 7 = 2,3,4.
Because the Cauchy problem of (1.10) has a unique solution, the triplet

w - 1 aτ + b C

is a solution of (1.10), and XJ{z)=kj f o r y = 2,3,4. Π

REMARK. The choice of α and β is not unique. If α' and /?' are new cycles,

there exists I I e Γ2 such that
V s J

^β'J \r

where

V/7

,Z);/ιsl,? = 0,r = 0, js l (mod 2 ) .

Let α>i and ω^ be the elliptic integrals over the cycle α' and /?', respectively. Then
we have

/ / 1,\

Replacing ω7 by ω ,̂ we get another matrix I Je5X(2, C). Then we have
V rf/
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V b'\Jp

c' d) \r sj\c d

Therefore Γ2\SL(2, C) is a dense set in the solution space of (1.10).

If k3=k4, we have X3(τ) = X4(τ) identically. By Halphen's equation,
IT/-

—- = X%. Therefore we obtain
dτ

Λ3W~~Λ4W~ ,5
cτ + d

for (c:d)eP\C). In this case

(2.5) *2W=-
cτ+d (cτ + d)2'

for some constant a, which is considered as a section of the line bundle of degree
2 on Pl(C).

The following proposition can be shown by direct calculations:

Proposition 2.2. Let θj(z,τ) satisfy the heat equation for j= 2,3,4 and let the
triplet (X2(τ),X3(τ),X4(τ)) defined by (1.9) be a solution of (1.10). Then the triplet
(02(z,τ)Λ(z,τ),04(z,τ)) defined by

\cτ + a cτ

also satisfy (1.2) and the triplet (X2(τ\X-^(τ\XA(τ)} defined by

is a solution of (1 .10).

Given AeΓ2, we have for a suitable C, an 8th root of 1, that

Hence the action of SL(2,Z) in Proposition 2.1 is compatible with the action of
Γ2 up to the constant multiplication.
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In the case of X
3
(τ) = X

4
(τ)= , we have

cτ + d

cτ + d

By the heat equation (1.2), we obtain

cτ + d pί — ̂ ^),\ cτ + aj

which is a well-known heat kernel. If we take 0/z,τ) = 1 in Proposition 2.2, which
satisfies both addition formulae and the heat equation, we get the heat
kernel Moreover, by (2.5) we have

02=-

1

By the heat equation (1.2), we obtain

02(z,τ) = -
cπi

2πι c

-hexpΠ
0 l

1 / « cπ/z2 \ (J2aπiz\
= - exp ---- Jcosh — - 1.

^d \ 2c(cτ + d) cτ + d) \ cτ + d J

3. Theta relations

In section 1 we derived a nonlinear differential equation for theta constants. In
this section we derive other relations for theta constants only from addition formulae

and the heat equation.
Differentiate (1.3) with respect to x and y and substitute χ=y = Q. Then

we have

(3.1)

Differentiate (1.3) with respect to x three times and with respect to y once, and
substitute x=y=Q. Then we have
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(0<2

4>03 - 020<3

4>)0203 = - (0Ί04X0'Γ04 + 30; Qft

Applying (3.1) in (3.2), we obtain

^_2^3+Λl Λdτ dτ )

f\lll slY slY

where Xί = 2-±-. By (1.10), we have — ? -- 3-=2X0(X2-X3). Hence, if X2*X3,
θ\ dτ dτ
-
θ\

we have

(3.3) Xt = X2 + X3 + X4.

If Xΐ = X3, the left hand side of (3.1) is zero. Therefore θ\ =0. Because θ^z.τ)

satisfies (1.2), by the initial condition Θ 1=0 and ΘΊ=0, ^i is identically zero. In

this case X2, X$ and X4 are rational functions of τ.

Integrating (3.3) by τ,

(3.4)

for a suitable constant/?. In the case θj = 9p p = π (Jacobi's derivative formula).

In the same way as (3.1), we have

Substitute (3.4) into (3.1) and (3.5),

X2

(3.6) ^4

*3

Thus we obtain

(3.7) 0S

This is a famous identity for the theta constants.

Lemma 3.1. Let a set (Θί(z)9θ2(z),θ3(z),θ4(z)) satisfies addition formulae

(1.3-5). // the set (^(z),̂ 2(z),̂ 3(z),̂ 4(z)) defined by 0/z)=Λ,.0/z) also satisfies

(1.3 — 5) for some constants Ap then
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(3.8)

where a^ = + 1, and either all of a^ are -\- 1 or one a^ is -\- 1 and others are — 1.

Proof. If 0}s are replaced by 0}s, the constant/? in (3.4) should be replaced by

If Θ'jS are replaced by Sfi in (3.6), p should be replaced by p and X?s are the same as
before. Hence we have

By this relation we obtain (3.8). Π

Theorem 3.2. Lei α jβί (Θ1(z,τ),02feτ),θ3(z,τ),θ4(z,τ)) satisfy addition formulae

(1.3-5) αwrf the heat equation (1.2). Assume that Θj ^Qforj= 2,3,4 αwrf 0; ̂ 0.

where the constants Aj satisfy (3.8).

Proof. Since 01^0, ^2, A^3 and T4 are distinct to eact other. Because the
triplet (X2(τ),X3(τ),X4(τ)) satisfies Halphen's equation, θj are expressed as

by Proposition 2.1.

By (3.3), we have

Thus by the heat equation again, 0!(z,τ) is expressed as in the Theorem. By Lemma
3.1, we get Theorem 3.2. Π
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REMARK. By the form of the addition formulae, the signature of A/s cannot
be determined.

By Theorem 3.2, we get other type of addition formulae for 0/z) than (1.3 5).

Corollary. Let a set 0/z,τ) satisfy (1.3-5) and (1.2). Then 0/z) satisfies the
following addition formulae:

Θ4(x + y)θ4(x -y)θ2 = Θ4(x)2θ4(y)2 - θ^θ^)2

= θ3(x)2θ3(y)2-Θ2(x)2θ2(y)2,

-y)θ2 = Θ2(x)2θ2(y)2 - β.M^OO2

= θ3(x)2Θ3(y)2-Θ4(x)2θ4(y)2,

= Θ4(x)2θ4(y)2-θ2(x)2θ2(y)2.

θ^x +y)θ1(x-y)θ2 = 0, (x)2θ4(y)2 -Θ4(x)2θι(yγ

=θ3(x)2θ2(y)2-θ2(x)2θ3(y)2,

θ^x +y)θl(x-y)θ2 = θ, (x)2Θ3(y)2 - θ^xfθ^)2

= θ4(x)2θ2(y)2-Θ2(x)2Θ4(y)2,

e,(x +y)θ1(x -y)θ2 = θl (x)2θ2(y)2 - 02(x)2θ,(y)2

= θ4(x)2Θ3(y)2-θ3(x)2θ4(y)2.

Θί(x+y)θ2(x -y)θ3θ4 = Θ1(x)θ3

θ^x +y)Θ3(x-y)θ2θ4 = θ

Proof. By Theorem 3.2, 0/s are written by 9/s. Hence the addition formulae
above are obtained from the usual addition formulae for Jacobi Theta

functions. Comparing both hands in addition formulae, we see that there is no

problem on the signature of Λ/s. Π

4. Chazy's equation and ring structure

In this section we study three functions x2(τ), x3(τ) and x4(τ) (see (2.1)). We
will show that x2, x3 and x4 are algebraically independent.

Consider the fundamental symmetric functions of x2, x3 and x4:
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"2 = ̂ 2 ^3 "T" -^2^4 ' ^3^45

fl3=X2X3X4.

By transformation formulae of theta constants, we have

cτ

= (cτ + d)4h2(τ) + 2c(cτ + rf)3A ι(τ) + 3c2(cτ

for any \ eSL(29Z). Set
\c

1 2 3
3 3 *2 1 2 ' f\ι-ι 1

1 1 1
2 3 ί 3 3 λ 4 3 1 '

Then K2 and K3 are modular forms of weight 4 and 6 for 5L(2, Z), respectively. By
(2.2), we have

1 ^ 1
4^2 1 2 2 3 3 1

15 ^ 1

4π2

 m,Wez (2mωί + 2nω3)
4'

r

1 Γ

8π3

8π3 m^z (2wιω! + 2«ω3)6
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It is known that K2 and K3 are algebraically independent.
By (1.10), A l 9 h2 and Λ3 satisfy the following equations:

(4.1)

where ' means a differentiation by τ. We can rewrite (4.1) to a single equation
with A j i

(4.2) Ar=4A;Aΐ-6(A;)2.

If we set y = 2ht, we get Chazy's equation([2]).

Proposition 4.1. Let A t(τ) be any solution of the equation (4.2). If

D =972*? +(24Λ? - lOS/Zi/i'Λ/j'ί +4A1,2 -(MΊ)a

is «o< zero, f/zere exijte α matrix [ eSL(2,C) such that
\c

And ί/D = 0, ίAer^ exwί (cirfJePHQ and aεΘ(2) such that

Proof. D is the discriminant of the following equation:

By Theorem 2.1, if there ecists τ 0 eC such that D(τ0) = 0, D is identically zero. If
D^O, Jr2, 3̂ and Λ^4 are distinct. By Theorem 2.1, h1 = X2-\-X3 ^ X4 is written
in the form of the theorem. If Z> = 0, X2, X3 and X4 are rational functions, which
concludes the last part of the theorem. Π

REMARK. In the first part of Proposition 4.1, the choice of I ) is unique
\c d)

up to the left action of SX(2, Z). Therefore the solution space of (4.2) is
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Theorem 4.2. The functions hί9 h2 and Λ 3 are algebraically independent.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that A l 5 /Γ2 and K3 are algebraically

independent. Assume that there exists a polynomial

F(hl9R29K3)=0.

Let the weight of hj be 2j for each 7 = 1,2,3. Decompose the polynommial F

into weighted homogeneous polynomials:

^Σ^/MΛ,
7 = 0

where F2j is a polynomial of weight 2j. By the transformation formula we have

aτ + b

j=o

Sending d to oo, we obtain F2n(hiίK2,K3)=Q. Hence we may assume F is a weighted

homogeneous polynomial.
By the transformation formula again, we have

(4.3) F/Mτ) + -̂  K2(τ)9 K3(τ)} = 0.
\ cτ + d )

Fixing τ, we consider the algebraic equation

(4.4) F(ί̂ 2(τ),̂ 3(τ)) = 0.

If — ̂ 0, the equation (4.4) has infinitely many zeros t = hi(τ)-\ -- by
δλj cτ + d

Λ JΓT

(4.3). Hence F = 0. If — =0, F=0 because K2 and K3 are algebraically
dhv

independent.
We have proved that there exists no algebraic relation between Λ l 5 K2 and

£3. D

Theorem 4.3. The functions x29 x3 and x4 are algebraically independent. All

of differential relations are generated by Halpherfs equation (1.10).

Proof. For the fundamental symmetric functions hί9 h2 and h3 are algebraically
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independent, x2»
 X3 and X4 are also algebraically independent.

The last part is obvious, because (1.10) is holonomic. Π

5. Halphen's system and Jacobi's equation

In 1847, Jacobi showed that if y = Θ2, Θ3 or Θ4, y satisfies the following third order
equation ([5]):

(5.1) (y 2yff - 1 Syy'y" + 30/ 3)2 + 32(y/ - 3/2)3 = - π2y™(yy" - 3/2)2.

In this section we will see a relation between Jacobi's equation and Halphen's system.
We can rewrite Halphen's equation into a single equation of third order:

(5.2) - 6X2

2X'2 + 2X'2 + 4X\X'2 - X'f - X\χy + X'2X2' = 0.

Lemma 5.1. Halphen's equation (1.10) is equivalent to (5.2) in the category
of algebraic functions of X2.

Proof. (1.10) is symmetric with respect to X3 and X4. We set

Y — X$ ~h -Λ4, Z = X $ X^.

Then from (1.10) we get the following system:

X'2 = X2Y-Z

(5.3) Γ = 2Z

In order to obtain (1.10) from (5.3), we have to solve the algebraic equation
= Q. We obtain from (5.3) that

X'2 = X2Y-Z

(5.4) XI = 2X'2 Y- 2X2Z = 2 Y(X2 Y- Z) - 2 X2Z

Equations (5.4) satisfy (5.2). Conversely, setting

γ=X'2-2X2X'2
2tr2-*i)

z=-" "~
2(X'2-X2)'

then we obtain (5.3) from (5.2). Hence nonlinear differential system (5.3) is
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equivalent to the single equation (5.2) in the category of rational functions. Π
Now we will derive Jacobi's equation from (5.2). First, we rewrite (5.2) in

terms of Θ2 instead of X2. Setting X2 = 2(logy)', we have

{55)

4- 2y3//y 3) -/y 3)2 - 3//y4) +/yy4) = o.
(5.1) is not homogeneous with respect to y, and it includes a constant π. Since the
addition formulae, which are our starting point, are homogeneous equations, we
cannot determine the constant π from Halphen's system. Hence we should
differentiate (5.1) in order to eliminate π. Then we obtain 4th order homogeneous
equation, which is equivalent to (5.5).

The left Hand side of (5.5) can be rewritten as follows:

LHS of (5.5) =

y1 W - 3/ ? d /(y V3) - 1 Syy'y" + 30/ 3)2 + 32(y/ - 3/ 2)3

20V 3) - 1 Syyy + 30/3) dx\ /°0/' - 3/2)2

Thus Jacobi's equation is deduced from Halphen's equation.
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